
Mind 5

Name Details Finish By: GAS Area Priority Status To-D

clean through
closet

clean through ALLLLL of my clothes
and purge and determine what is going
to school

high Not started To-Do

plan girls
trip

plan trip for mom, tete, and grandma N/A high Completed To-Do

plan
parental trip

plan trip for parents →follow same
format for girls trip

N/A high Completed To-Do

summer
GYST

do all things wellness to fuel a better
mind and soul (see stuff on this to-do
list) to be my best self

N/A medium In progress Home

reach out to
cherise

confirm tutoring dates and what not N/A medium Not started To-Do

make
grandma nature
painting

follow a bob ross nature painting
tutorial

N/A high In progress To-Do

buy ipad
buy ipad and then reimburse myself
with American Funds SAVE THE
RECIEPT

medium In progress Schoo

Untitled

What do I want my life to look like?
Morning Routine:

wake up 

set timer for 30 minutes 

read off gratitude and manifestation paper and look at vision board

put on workout clothes and workout @ least 15 minutes 

stretch/cool down for @ least 5 minutes 

shower

skin care and get ready for the day 

breakfast

lay out top 3 things and get day going 

Night Routine:

set out outfit for the next day 

turn on cozy lamp 

change into pjs

skin care 

stretch and brush teeth

turn phone on do not disturb when I get into bed 

read off gratitude and manifestation paper

read a few pages from a book 

lights out and sweet dreams 

Habits:

Jul 31, 2021

May 31, 2021

May 31, 2021

Jul 31, 2021

Jul 26, 2021

May 31, 2021

May 22, 2021

https://www.notion.so/clean-through-closet-58f2ea6090b9402184d3eed9d632c8f9
https://www.notion.so/plan-girls-trip-ec9bc0c4cb4c474fa62ec7a549fd3f1d
https://www.notion.so/plan-parental-trip-235f8a55415d4eab963e3b06f8559abf
https://www.notion.so/summer-GYST-b87da9471204453ca3bd0bb2d6d921a0
https://www.notion.so/reach-out-to-cherise-cb38a39fdbe949cc82f38607b39efe19
https://www.notion.so/make-grandma-nature-painting-cb0e17eaa08140a8a88dfb6ba08df977
https://www.notion.so/buy-ipad-8358b9c4861b48129ac623e586e829e0
https://www.notion.so/d28293247985472ba4465174acf48505


Mind 6

Documenting Daily Happiness/Pockets of Peace/and Gratitude:

make a page in my notes app and document every day every answering at least one of the following questions:

What made you feel joy today? What made you smile today? What did you see that was beautiful today? 
What made you feel at peace? Do you have a pic of something that made you feel good?

use the documentation to help with weekly gratitude in weekly reflect

at some point, turn daily gratitude into the gratitude journal 

Phone Usage:

first 30 minutes of the morning DONT CHECK YOUR PHONE 

only check phone when I get notification 

keep on do not disturb during school work → only check during work break 

AVOID scrolling unless it's Pinterest 

put it on do not disturb before going to bed  

have one no phone day a month 

Manifestation:

write out positive affirmations (see basicallyreese's video) on a piece of paper to read out each day (at least at 
night but try in the morning too) 

front side: gratitude for things you are manifesting, expressing gratitude in the present tense 

make a manifestation list/vision board 

1st sentence=gratitude (dear universe thank you for...)

express how you feel, state of being, descriptive, what it looks like, what it is, etc

back side: positive affirmations to boost those manifestations and boost your vibration 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fb0mlA1eO8

